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ABSTRACT: The longitudinal growth of bone de-

pends on the activities of individual chondrocytes of the

growth plate. Each chondrocyte remains in a fixed lo-

cation throughout its life, and there accomplishes all of

its functions. Although a cell may perform several or all

of its activities simultaneously, one of these will usually

predominate during a particular phase of its life. The

two most prominent stages are those of cellular prolif-

eration and hypertrophy (including the mineralization

of matrix) before the resorption of tissue during vascular

invasion.

By applying recently developed stereological pro-

cedures and improved methods for the fixation of car-

tilage, we compared cellular shape modulation, various

ultrastructural parameters (surface areas or volumes of

endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi membranes, and mito-

chondria), the production of matrix, and cellular turn-

over for proliferating and hypertrophic chondrocytes
within the proximal tibial growth plate of the rat.

By the late hypertrophic stage, fourfold and tenfold

increases in the mean cellular height and volume, re-

spectively, and a threefold increase in the mean volume

of the matrix per cell were achieved. The high metabolic

activity of hypertrophic cells was reflected by a twofold

to fivefold increase in the mean cellular surface area of

rough endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi membranes,

and the mean cellular mitochondrial volume.

Rates of longitudinal growth were determined by

fluorochrome labeling and incident-light fluorescence

microscopy. Using these values and the stereological es-

timators describing cellular height, the rates of cellular

turnover were calculated. The rapid progression of the

vascular invasion front was found to eliminate, for each

column of cells, one chondrocyte every three hours; that

is, eight cells a day. The maintenance of a steady-state

structure for growth-plate cartilage in rats in a steady
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state of growth thus necessitates efficient compensation

for these losses, which is achieved by a high rate of

cellular proliferation and rapid hypertrophy.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE: The development of quan-

titative histology for bone and its application to the study

of biopsy specimens from the human iliac crest have

provided valuable new information about metabolic

bone diseases which has aided in their diagnosis and

treatment. This has become possible only by improve-

ments in stereological methods and procedures for pre-

paring undecalcified sections of bone for histological

study. The essential knowledge and methods that are

necessary for analogous studies of disorders of growth

and of diseases affecting growth-plate cartilage are now

available. Although biopsies of the iliac crest and prox-

imal tibial growth plate are performed for diagnostic

purposes, only qualitative analyses of sections of tissue

have been possible so far. Improved methods of fixation

of cartilage that permit the preservation of cellular size,

shape, and ultrastructure with minimum distortion, and

the development of stereological methods that are de-

signed specifically for application to growth-plate car-

tilage, now permit quantitative analysis of this tissue and

the application of such analysis to the study of disease

states.

Examination of growth-plate cartilage using the light

microscope reveals that chondrocytes are organized into

layers5’24’28 (Fig. 1). The similarity in morphological ap-

pearance between chondrocytes of a particular zone reflects

a synchronization of functional activity between cells that

are lateral neighbors. Although a cell may perform several

or all of its functions simultaneously, one of these will

prevail during a certain period of its life. The dominating

activities occur in a defined sequence, and each is initiated

and ended by a smooth transition. The morphological char-

acteristics of the principal functional states through which

an individual chondrocyte passes during its life in a fixed

location are revealed in chronological sequence (that is,

from the resting state through proliferation to hypertrophy)

within successive zones throughout the growth plate.

It was the purpose of this study to quantitate stereo-

logically and to compare various structural features of chon-
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A slice of tissue from the proximal part of the tibia of

drocytes (cellular shape modulation, cellular organelles, the

production of matrix, and cellular turnover) during the two

principal phases of activity: cellular proliferation and hy-

pertrophy. Parameters relating to cellular dimensions and

the rate of longitudinal growth were then used to estimate

the rate of cellular turnover.

Animals

Materials and Methods

Six female Wistar rats (weighing between 1 17 and 137

grams), each from a different litter but born on the same

day, were injected intraperitoneally with the fluorochrome

calceine (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) (fifteen milligrams per

kilogram of body weight) to permit a determination of their

rate of bone growth24. They were killed with an overdose

of ether five days after injection.

Preparation and Processing of Blocks of Tissue

The diameters of the growth plates (Fig. 3) were mea-

sured by a mechanical sliding caliper (Tesa, Switzerland)

(accurate to within approximately ten micrometers) for de-

termination of growth-plate reference volumes, calculated

by the additional use of the height of the growth plate

(�[gpl]) (Table V)t4.

Sagittal slices were cut from the proximal part of the

tibia (Fig. 3), and these were transferred to 2 per cent (vol-

ume per volume) glutaraldehyde medium, containing 0.7

per cent (weight per volume) ruthenium hexammine trichlo-

ride (Johnson-Matthey, England) in 0.05-molar sodium cac-

odylate buffer (pH 7.4). The slices, which were continually

immersed in fixation medium, were additionally dissected

into prismatic blocks of tissue under a stereomicroscope.

The blocks were maintained in the same fixation solution

for two to three hours at 20 degrees Celsius. The blocks

were then rinsed in isotonic (osmolarity adjusted with so-

dium chloride) sodium cacodylate buffer (0. 1 molar, pH

7.4) and postfixed in 1 per cent (weight per volume) osmium

tetroxide solution in 0. 1-molar sodium cacodylate buffer

(pH 7.4; osmolarity adjusted to isotonicity with sodium

chloride) containing 0.7 per cent (weight per volume) ruth-

enium hexammine trichloride. Thick (one-micrometer) sec-

tions, cut vertically (parallel to the tibial axis) (Fig. 3, b),

were stained with toluidine blue 0, and thin sections were

stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate30.

The mean thickness of the thick sections was found to

be 1 .04 micrometer, as determined using a Leitz-Michelson

interference phase-contrast microscope for incident light.

The thickness of the thin sections was measured by the

section-fold method54 and was found to be thirty-four nano-

meters. The calibration of magnification for the light mi-

croscope was achieved using a Wild stage micrometer and

that for the electron microscope, using a Balzers line-grid

(2130 lines per millimeter).

Stereology

Determination of the Rate of

Longitudinal Bone Growth

each of the six animals was selected by systematic random

sampling (Fig. 3) and fixed in 40 per cent (volume per

volume) ethanol for three days. These slices were subse-

quently dehydrated in ethanol (70, 80, and 95 per cent, and

three times 100 per cent [volume per volume]) and em-

bedded in methylmethacrylate that was polymerized at 30

degrees Celsius . Ten-micrometer-thick sagittal sections

were cut on a Jung rotary microtome for examination in a

Leitz incident-light fluorescence microscope (Fig. 1 , b). The

distances between the zone of vascular invasion within the

growth plate and the proximal end-point of the calceine label

in the metaphysis were determined using a micrometric eye-

piece. Details of this procedure have been described

previously24’25’27’58.

Definitions of Basic Stereological Terms

Stereological estimators always need to be related to a

reference volume (space). In the present study, this space

was defined either as the sums of the volumes of the left

and right proximal tibial growth plates from one animal

(V[gpl]) or as the volume of a single stratum (V[str]) such

as the zone of proliferating chondrocytes, again for the

combined growth plates of a single animal. Within the vol-

ume of a particular stratum (V[str]), cells collectively oc-

cupy a certain volume (V[c]), and the fraction ofthis volume

that they occupy (V[c]/V[str]) is referred to as the volume

density of cells. Cellular surface density (S[c]/V[str]) de-

fines the total cellular surface (S[c]) within the volume of

the stratum.

The numerical volume density of cells (N� = N[c]/

V[str]) is the number of cells (N[c]) within the volume of

the stratum (V[str]). The number of cellular profiles that are

present in the area of the stratum that is exposed on vertical

sections through the growth plate is referred to as the flu-

merical area density of cellular profiles (NA).

The mean horizontal and vertical cellular diameters are

symbolized as �(90 degrees) and �(zero degrees), respec-

tively.

Histomorphometry

Details of the stereological procedures that were ap-

plied in this study have been published elsewhere’4 and are

only summarized here.

Two blocks from each leg were chosen by a systematic

random-sampling process (Fig. 3). One vertical section per

block was cut at random orientation relative to the horizontal

plane and was photographed in the light microscope. The

boundaries of zones were marked on paper prints (twelve

by twenty centimeters), with a final magnification factor of

130 (for the definition of zones, see Figure 1). The volume

of the stratum (V[str]) within each growth plate (V[gpl])

was estimated by point-counting, using a test grid that coy-

ered the whole section (Fig. 2). The mean vertical thickness

ofthe proliferating zone (ijprl]) was estimated by measuring

its thickness at a number of locations on each section (Fig.

2).

The thickness of the other zones (that is, the resting

zone, the hypertrophic zone, and the total height ofthe plate)
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TABLE I

BASIC STEREOLOG ICAL ESTIMATORS OBTAINED FROM LIGHT MICRO SCOPIC MEASUREMENTS*

Reference
Volumet

Volume Occupied by Cellular Surface Area

per Unit of Volume

No. of Cells

per Unit of VolumeCells Matrix
V(ref) V(cells)/V(zone) V(matr)/V(zone) S(cells)/V(zone) N(cells)/V(zone)

(mm3) (cm2lcm3) (Cells/mm’)

Proliferating zone 9.38 (9.1%) 0.39 (3.0%) 0.61 (3.0%) 1875 (3.3%) 220,500 (5.7%)

Hypertrophic zones 10.2 (11.1%) 0.69 (2.0%) 0.31 (2.0%) 1375 (3.3%) 40,700 (7.0%)

Relative change + 8.7% + 77% - 49% - 27% - 82%

from proliferating

to hypertrophic

zone

* The values represent means for six animals. The coefficients of error (calculated among the six animals) are given in parentheses.

t The reference volume (V[refl) is defined as the sum (union) of the left and right proximal tibial growth plates of an individual animal (for data

see Table V).

1: Refers to the lower half of the hypertrophic zone (for definition see Figure 1 , c).

was estimated indirectly from the ratios V(str)/V(gpl) and

i�(prl).

From each section, two quadrants from the prolifer-

ating zone and one from the hypertrophic zone (each en-

compassing the boundaries of the stratum) were subsam-

pled45, photographed, and printed on paper (thirty by forty

centimeters), with a final magnification factor of 800. The

boundaries of the strata were identified on the basis of those

that had been marked on low-magnification prints (magni-

fication factor of 130). However, a more efficient procedure

is now available28.

Within a stratum (V[str]), the total volume of cells

(V[c]) was estimated by point-counting (Fig. 4). The total

surface area ofchondrocytes (S[c]) within a stratum (V[str])

was estimated from vertical sections by intersection-count-

ing using a test system of cycloid test-lines (Fig. 4)2.t4#{149}

Estimation of the total number of chondrocytes (N[c])

within a stratum (V[str]) was achieved using the disector

method (Fig. 5)t4.5S#{149} The first and last of five consecutive

serial sections (each one micrometer thick) were photo-

graphed, and paper prints with a final magnification factor

of 800 were prepared. The analysis was facilitated by ref-

erence to at least one of the three intermediate sections and

by using a test grid (having characteristics such as that

shown in Figure 5); the forbidden line rule of Gundersen2t’55

was respected.

The mean sizes of individual cells were estimated using

the basic estimators that have already been described’4: that

for mean individual cellular volume (�[c] = V[c]/N[c]) and

that for mean individual cellular surface (�[c] = S[c]/NLc]).

The estimator ofthe mean cellular equatorial diameter (mean

projected horizontal diameter, �[90 degrees]) of a prolif-

erative chondrocyte was obtained from the relationship: �(90

degrees) = NA(90 degrees)/N�, where NA(90 degrees) is

the numerical profile density per unit of area of the vertical

section and N� is the numerical cellular density per unit of

reference volume4. An approximate estimate of the mean

polar cellular diameter - that is, height (�[zero degrees])

- was calculated assuming an oblate spheroid model for a

proliferative chondrocyte. For hypertrophic chondrocytes,

an approximate estimate of the mean cellular equatorial

diameter (�[90 degrees]) was obtained by employing iden-

tical methods’4 and an estimate of the mean polar cellular

axis (�[zero degrees]), by modeling cellular shape as a

superegg4.

A basic estimator that is used for calculations of cellular

turnover is that of the number of cells (nEc]) in a column

of cells within a given stratum. An approximate value for

this estimator was obtained using the following equation:

#{241}(c)= i�(str)/�(zero degrees)4.

Fig. I , a through e: Photographs and photomicrographs.
a: Frontal section through part of the proximal area of the tibia of the rat, illustrating the epiphyseal bone (E), growth-plate cartilage (G), zone of

vascular invasion (V), and metaphysis (M) (toluidine blue 0. X 10). The bar indicates one millimeter.
b: Frontal section through part of the proximal area of the tibia of the rat, labeled with calceine and photographed by incident-light fluorescence.

Longitudinal growth of bone is measured over a period of five days, as the distance moved by the yellow fluorochrome-label front (horizontal arrow)
from the lower border of the growth plate. The height of the growth plate (approximately 580 micrometers) is indicated by the vertical arrow ( X 10).

c: High-magnification photomicrograph of the growth plate (see inset G in a), fixed in glutaraldehyde containing ruthenium hexammine trichloride’#{176}
(thick [one-micrometer] vertical section, toluidine blue 0, X 170). The bar indicates 100 micrometers. The resting zone (RZ) begins immediately
under the epiphyseal bone and extends to the upper limit of the proliferating region (PZ). Cells occur singly or in groups of two to a maximum of
four, and they are less well oriented with respect to the axis of anisotropy than are those in the other layers. The proliferating zone (PZ) is characterized
by flat cells with similar heights (approximately nine micrometers), arranged in distinct columns. The hypertrophic zone (HZ) extends from the lower
limit of the proliferating zone to the region of vascular invasion (IZ); it is subdivided, on a purely geometrical basis, into an upper (UHZ) and a lower
(LHZ) half. In this investigation, only the lower half (LHZ) was analyzed. Within this region, a mean cellular column consists of approximately five
cells, each with a height of approximately thirty-eight micrometers.

d: High-magnification photomicrograph of inset V in a, indicating mineralized (stained black) longitudinal septa and metaphyseal bone trabeculae
(von Kossa and fuchsin red49, x 215). The vertical arrow indicates a longitudinal septum cut perpendicularly and the asterisks indicate longitudinal

septa cut tangentially.
e: High-magnification photomicrograph of inset V in a, stained with Movat-Pentachrome4’ to demonstrate mineralized cartilaginous matrix (blue-

green), mineralized bone matrix (yellow), and unmineralized (osteoid) bone matrix (red) ( X 215). The bar indicates fifty micrometers.
In d and e, note the presence of lacunae around shrunken chondrocytes after fixation in ethanol.
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TABLE II

ESTIMATED M EAN VALUES OF VARI0u S PARAMETERS FOR INDIV IDUAL CELLS*

Mean Cellular Mean Mean Horizontal Mean Vertical

Mean Cellular Surface Matrix Volume Diameter of a Diameter (Height)

Volume (�) Area (�) per Cell (iii) Cell (�d [900]) �f a Cell (� lOOl)

(p.tn’) (�j..m2) (p.m’) (pm) (pm)

Proliferating zone 1790 (4.7%) 857 (3.1%) 2830 (7.6%) 19.0 (4.3%) 9.6 (6.6%)

Hypertrophic zone 17,400 (6.2%) 3440 (5.4%) 7730 (8.7%) 31 .0 (3.6%) 38.5 (5.3%)

Increase factor x 9.7 x 4.0 X 2.7 X 1.6 X 4.0

from proliferating

to hypertrophic

zone

* Means and coefficients of error (in parentheses) were calculated for six animals.

Electron-Microscopic Stereologv

The sampling of blocks was identical to that just de-

scribed. Sectioning was again restricted to the vertical plane

(90 degrees). The sampling of quadrants in the electron

microscope was recorded on thirty-five-millimeter film at

two primary magnifications: 528 and 7260. Before every

sequence of twelve quadrants, a calibration line system was

photographed for recording possible fluctuations in

magnification’3. The application of a systematic quadrant-

sampling scheme’522 throughout each of the two zones usu-

ally resulted in a set of eight to twelve quadrants per section.

For point-counting and intersection-counting, positive cop-

ies of the thirty-five-millimeter negatives were projected on

a screen63, increasing the primary magnification by a factor

of ten. Point-counting of nuclei and vacuoles was done at

the lower magnification, whereas the measurements of mi-

tochondria, Golgi complexes, and rough endoplasmic re-

ticulum were carried out at higher magnifications.

The numbers of test points and intersections that were

counted for each animal and each estimator was in the range

of 100 to 200 within each zone (reference space)22. The

following parameters* were estimated at a final magnifi-

cation factor of 5280: volume densities of nuclei (V[n]/

V[pc], V[n]/V[hc]), vacuoles (V[va]/V[pc], V[va]/V[hc]),

and cytoplasm (V[cplj/V[pc], V[cpl]/V[hc]). At a final mag-

nification factor of 72,600, point-counting and intersection-

counting led to the estimation of the volume density and

surface density of rough endoplasmic reticulum (V[rER]/

V[cpl(pc)J , V[rER]/V[cpl(hc)] , S[rER]/V[cpl(pc)] , S[rER]/

V[cpl(hc)]), Golgi apparatus (VIg]/V[cpl(pc)], V[g]/

V[cpl(hc)] , S[g]/V[cpl(hc)] , SIg]/VIcpl(hc)]), and mito-

chondria (V[m]/V[cpl(pc)J , V[m]/V[cpl(hc)]). The absolute

quantities of interest were obtained by multiplying the per-

tinent ratios and the corresponding reference-space volumes.

Data-Processing and Statistics

The morphometric data that were obtained at the light-

microscopic level were processed by a Hewlett-Packard 4lC

calculator, whereas electron-microscopic counting data

were first stored in a Hewlett-Packard 98 15 microcomputer

. N = nuclei. pc = proliferating chondrocytcs. hc = hypertrophic chondrocytes. cpl =
cytoplasm. sa = vacuoles. rER = rough cndoplasmic reticulum. g = Golgi apparatus. and m =

mitochondria.

and later transferred for calculation to a Hewlett-Packard

9830A minicomputer. A general morphometric program that

was designed by one of us (L.-M. C.-O.) was then used to

calculate the various estimators. Corrections for fluctuations

in magnification were integrated’3. Interblock and interan-

imal statistics were determined’2’5. Possible biases due to

effects of the thickness or compression of the sections were

not corrected for, since they are below the ranges for sig-

nificant error and cannot be determined reliably.

Results

Basic Morphology of the Growth Plate of the Rat

Light micrograph of a vertical section through the growth-plate cartilage
(proximal part of the tibia) (one-micrometer-thick section stained with
toluidine blue 0, X 85). The bar indicates 100 micrometers.

A test system, superimposed at random on the light micrograph, is used
to estimate the mean vertical thickness (�) and volume of each zone. The
mean vertical thickness of the proliferating zone is given by the arithmetic
mean of the summed measurements �r � T2. and so on (that is, at points
where alternate test lines meet the boundary of the upper zone). The volume
ratio between two zones is estimated by the ratio of points counted within
the respective zones between the two vertical bars B I and B2 (to avoid
edge effects). Note that the volume ratios of the zones are approximately
equal to the corresponding ratios for the mean thickness of the zones.
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Basic parameters that were determined from light-mi-

a: Diagrammatic model of the growth plate. The sagittal and frontal diameters (s.d. and f.d. ) must be measured in the intact plate (for instance. at
the positions that are marked with arrowheads) in order to estimate its absolute volum&4 (see text). For stereological analysis. two or three blocks per
plate are selected at systematically chosen positions that vary from one animal to another. A systematically chosen slice (hatched area in a) may be
reserved for estimating rates of bone growth.

b: A vertical section from a block, used for estimating the thicknesses of the plate and zone and other stereological quantities pertaining to the matrix.
cells, organelles, and so on. Preserving verticality. the section must be cut at an angle 4 that is randomly chosen between the frontal and sagittal
positions, and at a random location within the block.

were in a stage of rapid growth (thirty-five days after birth;

mean body weight, approximately 120 grams) were chosen

for this investigation. Anatomically, the growth plate ap-

pears as an almost flat disk that is interposed between the

osseous epiphysis and metaphysis (Fig. 1 , a and b). His-

tologically, growth-plate cartilage is organized into columns

of chondrocytes that parallel the longitudinal axis of the

tibia. Various layers are distinguished throughout the height

of the growth plate: these are conventionally referred to as

the resting, proliferating, and hypertrophic zones (Fig. I,

c). In each of these, cells that are lateral neighbors are

characterized by a similar phase of activity. During the latter

stages of cellular hypertrophy, mineralization of the inter-

territorial matrix commences and is restricted to the lon-

gitudinal septa between columns of cells (Fig. 1 , d). The

pericellular and territorial matrix compartments (Fig. 1 . d

and e)’7 within vertical and horizontal septa remain unmin-

eralized and are resorbed at the vascular invasion front to-

gether with terminal chondrocytes3250.

Not all mineralized longitudinal septa are destined to

form primary osseous trabeculae (Fig. 1 , d and e), and

indeed about 60 per cent of them are destroyed by the

activity of chondroclasts4850. Those that remain are thick-

ened by the deposition of unmineralized bone matrix (os-

teoid) on the calcified-cartilage matrix core within the

metaphysis. The osteoid is subsequently mineralized (from

the center outward), and hence the primary spongiosa is

laid down (Fig. 1 , e). By the process of remodeling, this

is subsequently replaced by the secondary spongiosa, which

consists of cancellous (lamellar) bone.

Stereological Estimators of Gross’th-Plate Cartilage

croscopic measurements are given in Table 1. The volume

density of the chondrocytes in the proliferating zone (the

fraction of the total volume of the stratum that is occupied

Fi;. 4

Light micrograph ( X 490) of a vertical section through the hypertrophic
zone, superimposed on which is a coherent test system. consisting of test
points and test lines (cycloid arcs). The horizontal lines are not used as
part of the test system but merely to follow the test arcs easily during
counting.

An estimate of cellular volume fractions within the zone is determined
as the ratio of the number of test points that fall within the respective
compartments: that is, cell or matrix. The cycloid arcs are used for esti-
mating cellular surface area. and it is essential that their vertical axes be
aligned with the vertical axis of the section. The cellular surface area is
proportional to the number of intersections between cellular profile bound-
aries and cycloid arcs#{176}. The bar indicates twenty micrometers.



FIG. 5

Counting cells in space using the disector method’4”. The upper faces of the two sections that are illustrated ( x 510) were cut four micrometers
apart in a stack of serial sections. The number of cells that are present in the reference section (S I ) but are no longer apparent in the other (52) (marked
with a minus sign), divided by the volume of the disector, gives an estimate of the number of cells per unit of reference volume. Cells that are present
in both sections are marked by a plus sign. The disector volume is the product of the reference area (the four squares indicated in S I) and the height
of the disector (four micrometers). In each reference square, cellular profiles are selected by the so-called forbidden line unbiased rule of Gundersen2t.
Efficiency can be increased by interchanging the roles of the two sections: that is, regarding S2 rather than SI as the reference section. The bar indicates
twenty micrometers.
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by cells) of 0.39 was much lower than the value of 0.69

for that of the chondrocytes of the lower hypertrophic zone

(compare data with Fig. I , c), and the relative amounts of

cartilaginous matrix that were present in these zones (the

volume density ofthe extracellular matrix) are thus inversely

related (0.6 1 in the proliferating zone compared with 0.31

in the hypertrophic zone). As cellular size increased in the

lower hypertrophic zone (Table II), the numerical volume

density of these cells (that is, the number of cells per zone

volume) decreased considerably (Table I). These results

correspond to what would be expected intuitively on light-

microscopic examination (Fig. 1).

So-called secondary estimators that were calculated us-

ing the basic parameters described in Table I are presented

in Table II. These data show that the mean cellular surface

in the hypertrophic zone increased by a factor of4.0 relative

to that in the proliferating zone. It should be noted that these

estimators relate to light-microscopic measurements; the

mean cellular surface (S) was thus equivalent to the mean

surface of the lacunar wall and did not represent an exact

surface area of the plasmalemma.

It is apparent from Table II that the mean cellular

volume increased considerably (by a factor of approximately

ten), a change during hypertrophy that occurred concomi-

tantly with an increase in cellular height (by a factor of

approximately four). These massive (and rapid) changes in

cellular dimensions gave the hypertrophic cells the appear-

ance of being water-rich (and electrolyte-rich) cells that had

a low density of organelles (Fig. 6).

The low volume density that was occupied by matrix

within the hypertrophic zone (0.31) and its tenuous ap-

pearance around the cells (Fig. I , c) gave a deceptive im-

pression of its actual volume in relation to individual cells.

Calculation of this parameter revealed that the hypertrophic

cells actually increased their individual (average) matrix

volume by a factor of approximately three compared with

the cells in the proliferating zone (Table II).

The visual impression of low organellar density within

the hypertrophic cells (Fig. 6, b) was confirmed by the

quantitative data (Table III). This impression is accentuated

when the data are compared with those for proliferating

chondrocytes (Table III and Fig. 6, a).

The absolute volumes and surface areas of the organ-

elles that were involved in the production of matrix and

cellular growth were estimated quantitatively (Table IV). A

comparison between individual chondrocytes within the two

zones revealed an absolute increase by a factor of between

2.5 and five in both parameters on passing from the prolif-

erating to the hypertrophic zone.

Determinations oflongitudinal growth by incident-light

fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 1 , b) were carried out on

each epiphyseal plate, and the mean value was calculated

for each animal. The mean rate of growth in length of the

proximal part of the tibia for all animals was found to be

330 micrometers a day, as measured during the last five

days before the rats were killed.

Estimations of daily rates of cellular turnover were

obtained by dividing the average longitudinal growth per

day by the mean height of a (lower) hypertrophic cell (Table

II). It was found that approximately eight chondrocytes need

to be eliminated and replaced each day; that is, on average,

one chondrocyte (including its complete unmineralized-ma-

trix coat) every three hours. The mean values for the heights

of the zones are presented in Table V. On the basis of these
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TABLE III

MEAN RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE VOLUMES AND SURFACE AREAS* OF ORGANELLES IN ALL OF THE CELLS FROM PROXIMAL TIBIAL GROWTH PLATESt

Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum Golgi Apparatus Mitochondria
Volume Volume VolumeVolume Surface Area Volume Surface Area Nuclei Vacuoles

V(rER)/
V(cpl) V(rER)

(mm’)

S(rER)/
V(cpl) S(rER)

(cm - ‘) (cm2)

V(g)/
V(cpl) V(g)

(mm’)

S(g)/
V(cpl)

(cm I)

5(g)

(cm2)

V(m)/

V(cpl) V(m)

(mm3)

V(n)/

V(cell) V(n)

(mm’)

V(v)/

V(cell) V(v)

(mm�)

Proliferatingzone 0.19 0.58

(4%) (10.5%)

30,700 93.2

(2.7%) (10.1%)

0.08

(10.8%)

0.24

(14.5%)

4558

(5.9%)

13.8

(11.3%)

0.026 0.08

(3.4%) (10.3%)

0.17

(1.7%)

0.62

(9.7%)

0.12

(17.3%)

0.44

(19.7%)

Hypertrophiczone 0.05 0.29

(6.4%) (13.1%)

8120 47.2

(4.5%) (12.4%)

0.03

(7.2%)

0.19

(13.6%)
2134

(9.4%)
12.4

(14.8%)
0.009 0.05

(11.1%) (16%)

0.17

(2.3%)

1.2

(11.5%)
0.26

(3.9%)
1.82

(11.9%)

Relative change
from proliferating

to hypertrophic

- 74% - 50% - 74% - 49% - 63% - 21% - 53% - 10% - 65% - 38% 0% + 94% + I 17% + 314%

zone

8 The values represent means for six animals. The coefficients of error (calculated among the six animals) are given in parentheses.

t The absolute volumes (mm’) and surface areas (cm2) pertain to the reference space (V[ref]), representing the sum (union) of the left and right proximal tibial
growth plates of an animal (for data see Table V). The reference compartments in this table are either total cell cytoplasm (cpl) or total cell (cell) in the growth

plates.
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FIG. 6

Electron micrographs of a proliferating (a) and a hypertrophic (b) chon-
drocyte. Both cells are preserved in an expanded state, with their plas-
malemmata in intimate contact with the pericellular matrix after fixation
with ruthenium hexammine trichloride. The magnification of a ( X 4300)
is approximately twice that of b ( x 2200). Each bar indicates three mi-
crometers. N = nucleus, M = mitochondrion, E = rough endoplasmic
reticulum, G = Golgi area, V = vacuoles, and P = pericellular matrix.
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results and the mean rates of cellular turnover, it was cal- lower hypertrophic zone, the change is not a smooth one.

culated that the activity phase for a cell of the lower hy- As a result of this trend, the mean cellular height that is

pertrophic zone has a mean duration of approximately fifteen calculated for this zone will tend to underestimate the final

hours.

Discussion

During its life, an epiphyseal chondrocyte passes

through various phases, each of which is characterized by

a predominating functional activity. These phases occur in

synchrony for chondrocytes of similar ages; hence, on pass-

ing through the growth plate from the youngest, proliferating

cells to the oldest ones in the region of vascular invasion,

the life history of an individual chondrocyte is re-enacted.

Changes in the Size and Shape of Chondrocytes

During hypertrophy, cellular volume and height were

found to increase by factors of approximately ten and four,

respectively (Table II), thus contributing significantly to the

longitudinal growth of bone.

While the stereological estimates of mean cellular vol-

ume and surface area are independent of assumptions for

shape, the estimators of cellular dimensions in both zones

were derived using a prolate spheroid model for a prolif-

erating cell and a superegg model (obtained geometrically

by revolving a super ellipse) for a chondrocyte in the late

hypertrophic stage’4. The model for proliferating chondro-

cytes tends to overestimate their height, since it assumes

convex curvature of the top and bottom areas; in reality,

flat and even concave profiles may also appear (Figs. 1 , c;

2; and 6, a). A more appropriate model for these calculations

is not available, however. A consequence of this bias of the

model is that the absolute increase in cellular height that is

attained during transition to the hypertrophic phase is prob-

ably greater than a factor of four (Table II).

Individual cellular height increases continuously

throughout the hypertrophic phase, but visual examination

of tissue shows that the rate at which this occurs will vary

somewhat among cells. Hence, although there is an over-

all increase in cellular height along a column of cells in the
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FIG. 7

Three-dimensional representation of the increases in matrix (approxi-
mately threefold), cellular volume (approximately tenfold), and height
(approximately fourfold) that are achieved on transition from the prolif-
crating (a) to the hypertrophic (b) phase. The volume of dense dots around
the cells represents the mean matrix volume surrounding a proliferating
chondrocyte. The volume of sparser dots represents the newly formed
matrix around a hypertrophic chondrocyte. This value represents the mm-
imum increase in volume and does not include the contribution from newly
formed matrix that was degraded as part of the process of remodeling. The
combined volumes (dense dots and sparse dots) represent the final volume
of matrix surrounding a hypertrophic cell.
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TABLE IV

ESTIMATED MEAN SURFACE AREAS AND VOLUMES OF ORGA NELLES IN AN INDIVID UAL CELL IN THE PR OLIFERATING AND HYP ERTROPHIC ZONES*

Volume Occupied

by rER

in a Cell

Surface

Area of rER

in a Cell

Volume Occupied

by Golgi

Apparatus in

a Cell

Surface Area

of Golgi

Membranes in

a Cell

Volume Occupied

by Mitochondria

in a Cell

Volume Occupied

by Vacuoles

in a Cell

tcilrER])
(p�n)

(�lrERl)

(pm2)
(ci[g])

(pin’)
(t[g])

(p..m)
�‘(m)

(pin’)
�i(va)

(pm’)

Proliferating zone 284 (5.5%) 4500 (4.0%) 1 12 (9.6%) 668 (4.4%) 39 (5.4%) 190 (15.0%)

Hypertrophic zone 700 (9.8%) I I 800 (8.9%) 480 (12.6%) 3132 (13.4%) 129 (1 1 .3%) 4490 (8.2%)

Increase factor x 2.5 x 2.6 x 4.3 X 4.7 X 3.3 X 24

per cell

* The values represent means for six animals. The coefficients of error (calculated among the six animals) are given in parentheses.

increase in height that is achieved by an individual cell.

Activity of the Chondrocvtes

Considering that matrix proteoglycans are present at

very high concentrations and that the intrinsic pressure in

the cartilaginous matrix is on the order of two to three

atmospheres4243�’#{176}, it seems reasonable to assume that the

chondrocytes achieve their increase in volume by active

transportation of fluid (water and electrolytes) across the

plasmalemma into the intracellular space7 9.36.39.47 � This

view is supported by the finding that the absolute mito-

chondrial mass per cell increases by a factor of 3.3 (Table

Ill) during this phase’#{176}45. Moreover, this increase in the

absolute mitochondrial mass probably only partially reflects

the increase in metabolic activity since, during hypertrophy,

chondrocytes gain energy additionally by means of the gly-

colytic pathway3926. The decrease in the number of cells

of 80 per cent that was found per unit of volume of tissue

(Table I) is not a surprising phenomenon in view of the

tremendous increase in volume (Table II) that occurs during

this transition.

Changes in the Matriv

On visual inspection of the growth plate, there was a

relative decrease in the proportion of matrix per cellular

profile in passing from the proliferating to the hypertrophic

zone (from 0.61 to 0.31) (Table I), and one can be misled

into believing that massive degradation of this material must

have taken place42457. However, examination of the mean

absolute volume of matrix per cell reveals an actual increase

in this parameter by a factor of approximately three on

passing from the proliferating to the final hypertrophic state

(Table II). Due to the high internal pressure within the

cartilage, it is extremely unlikely that the increased volume

of the matrix is attributable to increased hydration exclu-

sively within one zone. The increase in the production of

matrix additionally supports the view that cells in the late

hypertrophic phase must have a rapid metabolic turn-

over’623�566’ . Figure 7 illustrates the mean quantitative

changes in individual cellular and matrix volume that are

produced at this stage; the model is represented on three-

dimensional grounds and in correct numerical proportions

to the quantitative estimators ofTable II. The transformation

in cellular size and shape is accompanied not only by an

increase in the production of matrix but also by extensive

remodeling of this material659 in order to adapt to the

changes in cellular size and morphology. Furthermore, the

production of matrix is probably not restricted merely to

covering the needs of the increased spatial domain around

the individual cell (as illustrated in Figure 7), since the

extensive structural rearrangement of the chondrocyte prob-

ably necessitates at least partial degradation of matrix86’,

which then has to be resynthesized. Hence, the actual

amount of matrix that is synthesized during remodeling will

be higher than the net increase in volume that is measured.

Despite the extent of remodeling of the matrix that occurs

during the transformation of cellular shape, the highly or-

dered structure within the various compartments (pericel-

lular, territorial, and interterritorial) is i7�

Precisely how the degradative and synthetic processes are

coordinated to maintain these topographical relationships is,

however, not understood.

i3(ceU) �1790pm3

F(matrix) � 2830pm3

Average hypertrophic
chondrocyte

i(cell) � 17400pm3

F(motrix) � 7730pm3
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TABLE V

MEAN HEIGHT AN D VOLUME OF A WHOLE G ROWTH PLATE AND OF IN DIVIDUAL ZONES*

Total Growth

Plate

Resting

Zone

Proliferating

Zone

Hypertrop hic Zone

Upper Lower

Height (pm) 583 (8.1%) 42 (8.8%) 171 (5.0%) 185 (8.1%) 185 (8.1%)

Volume (mm’) 16.0 (7.6%) 1.15 (10.1%) 4.69 (7.1%) 5.08 (10.7%) 5.08 (10.7%)

* Means for six animals. The coefficients of error (calculated among the six animals) are given in parentheses.

Cytoplasmic Organelles

A visual assessment of the quantitative relationships

among the cytoplasmic organelles that are involved in cel-

lular activity (such as Golgi apparatus, rough endoplasmic

reticulum [rER], and mitochondria) in proliferating (Fig. 6,

a) and hypertrophic (Fig. 6, b) chondrocytes suggests that

there is a reduction in this activity during the hypertrophic

phase, and the morphometric data relating to these param-

eters (Table III) confirm that impression. The relative re-

duction in the density of the organelles is, however, a

consequence of the increase in cellular volume, since within

an individual cell the absolute amounts of these cytoplasmic

organelles actually increase by a factor of between 2.5 and

five (Table IV). These data again support the view that

hypertrophic chondrocytes are metabolically very active32.

Although, in several previous reports, hypertrophic

chondrocytes have been described as being active on the

basis of measurements relating to the synthesis of

protein2#{176}4046”’2, the enzyme content’37, the synthesis of

ribonucleic acid4t and the incorporation of 35S83853, in those

reports the definition of the hypertrophic zone excluded the

region that is described as the lower hypertrophic zone in

our study. For this reason, too, a previous morphometric

analysis of cellular parameters and organelles within the so-

called hypertrophic zone5 is not compatible with ours. Fur-

thermore, that investigation5, not being a stereological

(three-dimensional), assumption-free study, remained re-

stricted to the two-dimensional plane.

Tissue and Cellular Morphology

Until cryotechnical techniques of processing were ap-

plied to cartilaginous tissue32, the term hypertrophic cell

referred exclusively to chondrocytes within the region that

is defined as the upper hypertrophic zone in this report; the

five to six layers of cells that are here designated as the

lower hypertrophic zone were previously defined as degen-

erating and mineralizing42457. This older definition was

based on histological examination of tissue that was fixed

using conventional chemical techniques. Under these con-

ditions, cells in the late hypertrophic phase are particularly

susceptible to shrinkage and plasmalemmal rupture3t . The

loss of proteoglycans from the extracellular matrix sur-

rounding cells in this region also appears to be considerable,

and leads to the formation of lacunae293’ . The use of cryo-

technical methods of tissue-processing has led to a new view

of the function of chondrocytes in the late hypertrophic

phase32. Chondrocytes within the so-called degenerating

zone, and indeed in all zones throughout the entire epiph-

yseal plate, were found to be morphologically intact. They

were found to be in intimate contact with the pericellular

matrix, and there was no formation of lacunae. The space

surrounding the cell in chemically fixed tissue was believed

to be an artefact’#{176}32. Hypertrophy thus appears as a contin-

uous process up to the point of metaphyseal blood-vessel

ingrowth, where the mineralization of matrix begins to take

place. Our definition of the hypertrophic zone therefore

includes the previously defined mineralizing and degener-

ating regions (that is, the final five or six chondrocytes above

the ingrowing vessels) (Figs. 1 , c; 4; and 6, b).

Chemical fixation in the presence of ruthenium hex-

ammine trichloride (as used in this investigation) has also

been found to overcome the problems of the preservation

of cellular shape and the formation of lacunae293’ . The re-

suits of this investigation confirm that cells in the lower

hypertrophic zone are intact not only morphologically32 but

also functionally, and that metabolically they are very

active’ t.44.64�

A disadvantage that is associated with all chemical

techniques of fixation, however, is the occurrence of intra-

cellular vacuoles2430. These artefacts are particularly ap-

parent when a cationic dye has been used, such as ruthenium

hexammine trichioride, which causes the precipitation of

proteoglycans with consequent shrinkage of the extracellular

matrix. Since ruthenium hexammine trichloride also acts by

strengthening the interaction between components of the

cellular membrane and proteoglycans within the pericellular

matrix31, the cellular membrane will remain adherent to

these proteoglycans during shrinkage of the matrix, resulting

in a compensatory increase in cellular volume producing

the formation of vacuoles3#{176}(Fig. 6, a). According to this

proposed effect of ruthenium hexammine trichloride, the

total volume of vacuoles per cell would be expected to

increase as a function of changes in cellular and matrix

volume. It is interesting in this respect that the total increase

in the formation of vacuoles (approximately twenty-four

times) is almost identical to the combined increase in cellular

and matrix volume (approximately twenty-six times) on

passing from the proliferating to the hypertrophic zone.

Cellular and Matrix Turnover

The processes of cellular transformation and remodel-

ing of the matrix occur quite quickly. The rapid vascular

ingrowth (approximately 0.3 millimeter in twenty-four

hours) that occurs in rats of this age-group leads to the

elimination of one hypertrophic chondrocyte, including its

matrix coat (pericellular and territorial zones), every three
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hours; that is, approximately eight chondrocytes are elim-

mated and replaced every day for each column of cells.

Assuming steady-state conditions of turnover for growth-

plate chondrocytes, the time that is required for an individual

cell to complete hypertrophy may be calculated using es-

timators of the cellular height, the height of the zone, and

the rate of cellular elimination. This calculation reveals that

the late hypertrophic phase is completed within twelve to

fifteen hours.

Previous estimations of rates of cellular turnover using

labeling with 3H-thymidine gave slightly different

results333462; the differences may be due mainly to differ-

ences in the estimated cellular heightTM3557. in earlier stud-

ies, this parameter was measured in the two-dimensional

plane and thus represented the cellular profile height,

whereas in the current investigation the estimations were

based on a three-dimensional model.

The data that were gained from this investigation have

permitted characterization of the performance of chondro-

cytes during endochondral growth on a quantitative basis.

In particular, data relating to cells in the late stage of hy-

pertrophy revealed that they are metabolically very active

even during this final phase of the process, thus confirming

previous morphological findings that these cells are struc-

turally intact32. It is hoped that the information that was

obtained from this investigation not only will help to im-

prove our understanding of the physiology of the growth

plate but also will serve as a basis on which to assess the

influence of drugs or altered endocrine functions on the

longitudinal growth of bone.

Notc: The author.. thank Cen England for thc English correction of the manuscript. Friti
Ruch for the usc of his Leiit�Michclson interference phase-contrast microscope and his help.
Wolfgang Herrmann for the skillful production of the illustrations and the photographic work.
Werner Graher for performing the morphonsetric measurements. and Markus Baumgartner for
programming the computers.
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